
KEY ACCOUNT PLANNING – PART 1
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding what drives each of your top customers to behave the way they do helps you bespoke an
approach to each of these accordingly. Document and communicate this to galvanise internal and external
resources to execute your tailored strategy.

Completing an account plan will highlight gaps in your knowledge of your customer and allow you to define
the strategies which will maximise growth and retention.

Use the account planning tool which accompanies this module as your “shop window” to demonstrate to the
rest of your own organisation and externally (the investor) if appropriate, the strategic importance of a
customer.

The account plan will also help you to attract the support you need from your company. It also assesses how
delivery of your products or services will impact the future business your customer is likely to place with you.
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ACCOUNT PLAN VS OPPORTUNITY REVIEW

Although your relationship with a customer might be based upon a single opportunity in the first
instance, a wider peripheral view of your customer is required. By doing this, you can nurture that
relationship for long-term revenue growth and renewal.

Some of the different characteristics between an account plan and an opportunity review include:

Opportunity Review

Solution to specific problem
Single scope of supply
Focus on decision maker/user
Often reactive

Account Plan

Analysis of your capabilities mapped to customer’s 
requirements
Assessment of products/services that this customer could buy
Understand customer’s organisational structure
Normally proactive

Note: The opportunity review will have generated some relevant content to inform your account plan, e.g. personal 
drivers can be moved to the Account Plan
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WHY PERFORM AN ACCOUNT PLAN?

Ensure that all existing opportunities are consistent with a customer’s buying characteristics, needs and delivery 

capabilities

Increase the likelihood of existing opportunities becoming secured orders

Secure repeat/renewal business

Identify new opportunities

Help personalise your proposition and the language you use with your customer

Evaluate the long term potential for account growth and revenue retention

Improve the collective understanding of a customer, giving internal stakeholders a readily available point of 

reference

Communicate the importance of the account to internal stakeholders and get buy-in to win and deliver business
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QUICK FACTS! - WHAT POSITION ARE YOU IN WITH THIS 
CUSTOMER?

Target Key

Maintained Managed

Relationship

Po
te

nt
ia

l

Current opportunity bank

Secured £0
Forecast £0
Pipeline £0
Prospect £0

Annual budget/target? £0

Prior year actual £0

Is this customer in your top 10? Y/N

← From the start of the 
current financial year 
and all future

← Use your own target 
if no formal target has 
been set

Move the marker on the Account Planning Template. 

Tip: You may want to refer to Module 06 – Segmenting Customers.
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AN ACCOUNT PLAN HAS 5 COMPONENTS

Understanding these 5 interconnected components will give you a deeper understanding of
your customer than your competitors are likely to have…

Note: these elements…

Are key to understanding your customer 
account
Are inexorably linked
Impact upon each other
Are influenced by one another
Are most powerful when used in conjunction 
simultaneously

Drivers

Proposition

Expectation Management

Decision Making

Delivery
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Drivers

Proposition

Expectation Management

Decision Making

Delivery
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DECISION MAKING: INTRODUCTION

There are several stages in the buying process before that critical moment when a decision is made.
You also need to consider who will evaluate the effectiveness of your product or service and feed back to the
decision maker before other business is placed.

You must therefore understand:

The customer’s buying process from need recognition to purchase evaluation
The people involved at each stage of this process
The influence these people are likely to have on this and future decisions.

There are 5 stages in your customer’s decision-making cycle, only one of which is the actual decision of whether to buy 
from you:
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DECISION MAKING: PROCESS

Stage Consider… Potential sources or other considerations…
Need Recognition Ø Why does the customer need to consider your products 

or services?
Ø Why haven't they done something about it before?
Ø Why is this requirement a priority over other company 

issues?

Ø Change in corporate strategy?
Ø Response to current performance requirements?
Ø Current product/service too expensive or ineffective
Ø Current product/service outdated or redundant?
Ø Change in personnel?

Information Search Ø What sources might customer use to gather information 
about your company?

Ø Internet
Ø Sales enquiry
Ø ‘Asking around’ or word of mouth
Ø Etc.

Evaluation of Alternatives Ø What are the key measurables being assessed? Ø Will it perform as expected?
Ø Is it good value for money?
Ø Will it be delivered ion time and in good order?
Ø Will there be good after sales support?
Ø How will it effect their other relationships?

Purchase Decision Ø Who within your customer’s organisation is present or 
consulted at the moment the decision is made to 
progress with a single solution?

Ø Who are the key decision makers to proceed? 
Ø The MD, head of department etc… ?

Purchase Evaluation Ø Who will notice the benefit of your product or service? Ø Who will feed back to the decision-maker the merits and demerits of your 
product or service?

Ø Are there individuals who would benefit from your product or service 
succeeding or failing?

Ø How could these factors impact future purchasing decisions?
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LEVERAGING AND TARGETING RELATIONSHIPS

Although the final purchasing decision is likely to be
made by a single person, he or she will be influenced
by several different stakeholders.

Knowing the parts of the buying process that each
individual is involved with and being able to classify
them into the role type will enable you to quickly
identify the challenges you have with the customer’s
buying process. It will also help you plan to overcome
them.

Decision 
Maker

Influencer

User

Detractor

NeutralGatekeeper

Budget 
Holder

Supporter
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DECISION MAKING: ROLES

The 
Supporter

Ø Advocate for your cause
Ø Believes in your product/service
Ø May have initiated interest on your behalf within the company
Ø Will often give the “inside story” on other involved parties

The 
Gatekeeper

Ø Controls access to the decision-maker
Ø Decides format or delivery of communication to the decision-maker
Ø Protective of decision-maker’s time constraints
Ø Can also be an influencer
Ø Can’t say yes but could potentially say no!

The Neutral Ø No interest or loyalty to you – nor to any competition
Ø What are their drivers?
Ø Can you make them ‘care’ about your service?
Ø Neutral does not mean uninvolved
Ø Do they have any inclination or feelings about your service at all that you 

can build on?

The 
Decision 
Maker

Ø Unlikely to make decisions without input from key colleagues
Ø Dependent on the provision of data from others
Ø Needs consider impact of decision on other elements of the 

business
Ø Will consider impact of decisions on broader, unrelated issues
Ø Needs to be aligned to goals and will make the final decision

The 
Influencer

Ø Can convince the decision-maker for or against your service
Ø What are their drivers?
Ø Do you have a good relationship with this person?
Ø How can you get buy in to influence in your favour?

The 
Detractor

Ø Discouraging your prospect from your service. An alliance 
elsewhere?

Ø Is this specific to you, your business, your product?
Ø What are their drivers?
Ø Can you move their opinion, perception etc. to your advantage?
Ø Can you reduce their influence on the decision-maker?

The User Ø May have direct access to the decision-maker
Ø Can also be an influencer / May be afraid of change 
Ø Strong influence over re-purchase or renewal
Ø May have relationship with current provider
Ø Could the product make their role obsolete??

The Budget 
Holder

Ø Can overrule decision-maker
Ø Might be able to influence the decision-maker
Ø May influence timing
Ø Probably limited involvement in the buying process
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RELATIONSHIP MAPPING & ROLES

Using this table (which is also
included in the account plan
template), you can plot the role of
each stakeholder against their
involvement in the buying process.

In this example, you can see that
there are 2 detractors involved in
the ‘Evaluation of alternatives’ stage.

You must therefore help the
supporter, influencer and budget
holder to prove why your product or
service meets the company's criteria
better than any of the alternatives.

Stakeholder Role Need 
recognition

Information
search

Evaluation of 
alternatives

Purchase 
decision

Purchase 
evaluation

J Blackthorn Supporter X X
A Whitbred Supporter X X
M Holdsworth Influencer X X
P Hutcheson User X X
L McEldry User X X
S Gray Detractor X
G Harold Neutral X
H Parker Gatekeeper X
D Sixsmith User X X
L Owen Detractor X
E Richards Budget holder X X
G Owen Decision maker X
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PERSONAL DATA: RELATIONSHIP QUALITY EXAMPLE

Name / Title Role, Personal Drivers and other information specific to the contact Dynamic Action

James Morrison
(TD)

If you have a new technology, James is the right person to target. He is a supervisor in the Technical Department
(TD). He has the authority to give a green light to run new technology inside Deepwell Solutions. He will approve and
send the message across the other departments. He has more than 20 years experience in the field. James always
likes his department to have a close relationship with service companies. The downside is that he often defers his
workload to Pete.

Personal Drivers: James is looking to retire from the business in the next 12 months and wants to leave a legacy in
the department of implementing new technology.

Strong 
Relationship

Ø With our main contact 
looking to retire soon we 
have an action to strengthen 
relations with the other 2 
contacts. We will do this by 
holding more regular 
monthly meetings with them 
and inviting them to our 
social events for new 
customers.

Pete Leslie
(TD)

Pete reports to James inside the TD. Friendly person to face but can be difficult to deal with at times. He has also
had past disagreements with management. He is experienced but has been in the business for a long time and
often sends out the same old messages. He feels as though he his not paid enough attention and yet when you
attempt to meet him, call him, mail him, he often ignores you. Unfortunately, he is critical for the technology
qualification. We just need to work the angles and keep him happy.

Personal Drivers: He knows that his boss James is planning to retire within the next few years and is looking to make
an impact, so he is considered for promotion.

Poor 
Relationship

Ø Action to strengthen this 
relationship as he will be the 
key decision maker soon 
and this could risk our 
business in the future. 

Ø Inviting Pete to the next 
customer gathering we hold, 
he likes golf so our spring 
golf outing would be ideal

Carol Sanders
(TD)

Carol is an engineer in the TD. She is the focal point inside Deepwell between other departments and the Technical
Department. Other departments will refer to her to suggest solutions and technology whenever they face problems.
She is the only person to steer and recommend departments inside Deepwell for you to implement your service and
technology.

Personal Drivers: Currently unknown, however there is an action to develop the relationship further.

Weak 
Relationship

Ø Develop this relationship 
further more regular 
meetings with engineering 
team generally is required at 
Deepwell.


